[Extraction of orbital foreign bodies using a new kind of image processing system].
We present a new localization system in orbital surgery. The procedure is based on the linkage of two methods. A preoperative thin-layer CT scan is taken and the image data are fed into a high-capacity computer which computes a three-dimensional model of the orbit. Intraoperatively, the volume model of the skull is linked to a mechanical arm for position measurement. Surgical instruments can be mounted to this arm. The computer then projects the position of the instrument into the volume model of the orbit, so that the surgeon can follow the movements of his instruments on the monitor. The surgeon has a means of checking position that comes close to constant intraoperative CT monitoring. Thereby the surgeon is able to localize even small foreign bodies without extensive explorations. We present six patients in whom orbital foreign bodies had to be extracted during the past 5 years. A 44-year-old man had an iron foreign body; the external wound was treated surgically elsewhere. Two patients (25 and 22 years old) had glass foreign bodies; in one of them the splinters were not seen using conventional X-ray. Choosing the exact level with the Hounsfield window, the foreign bodies could be demonstrated on the monitor. In three patients with orbital fractures and compression of the optic nerve, dislocated bone splinters were extracted. The localization of those splinters was easy using the imaging system, but would have been rather difficult by other means.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)